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ABSTRACT

Endodontic diagnostic tests are important for in treatment planning. The diagnostic evaluation consists of several basic tests like 
palpation, percussion, periodontal probing, thermal testing- heat and cold and electrical pulp testing. The most rigorous method 
for evaluating the effectiveness and accuracy of diagnostic tests is by comparing the responses to each test during endodontic 
single visit root canal treatments. Aim of the study was to assess the different diagnostic tests and their response in a single visit 
root canal treatment. 2475 data was collected of a study population that underwent diagnostic tests for single visit root canal 
treatment. This retrospective study was done using the data collected from the case sheet records of Saveetha Dental College; from 
June 2010 to April 2020. The results were tabulated, and graphs were obtained by using IBM SPSS software. Descriptive statistics 
and chi square test were done. 50.71% of the males underwent the most diagnostic tests from single visit root canal treatment 
while 49.29% of the population were females. 47.19% of the population that was more prevalent to undergo single visit root canal 
treatment were between 21 to 40 years. 36.40% of the tests were conducted among molars as they were more prone to undergo 
root canal treatment. Cold tests were the type of diagnostic test that were proven to show accurate results. Among them 59.96% 
of the population underwent cold testing. Diagnosis is an important part of treatment planning. In the study, thermal tests were 
found to be more accurate among which cold tests were more commonly used. Cold tests gave more accurate results. Proper 
application of diagnostic tests in clinical situations is important as they are the golden standard of treatment.
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INTRODUCTION 

Endodontic treatments used to take multiple 
visits to complete, with one of the main reasons 
for this being that it requires a considerable 
amount of time to complete the treatment [1]. 
Though multiple visit root canal treatments 
are well accepted, the concept of single visit 
root canal treatment was described in the early 
1880s [2]. The most important first step in 
establishing a diagnosis is a thorough history of 
symptoms because many things patients tell you 
are important for reaching a diagnosis. Along 

with that advanced diagnostic tests help arrive 
at a better treatment planning.

Endodontic treatment used to take multiple 
visits to complete, with one of the main reasons 
for this being that it requires a considerable 
amount of time to complete the treatment. 
Though sometimes mechanical instrumentation 
alone may not be sufficient to remove bacteria 
and necrotic tissue from root canals owing to 
the complex anatomy [3,4], multiple-visit root 
canal treatment is well accepted as a safe and 
common therapy. However, the rationales for 
multiple-visit endodontic treatment are being 
questioned. A systematic review [5] found 
no significant differences in antimicrobial 
efficacies have been reported between single-
visit and multiple-visit treatments [6]. In 
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addition, the use of contemporary endodontics 
techniques and equipment such as magnifying 
devices, electronic apex locators, engine-driven 
rotary nickel titanium files and so forth not 
only increases the success rate of endodontic 
treatment but also shortens the time needed 
for the treatment. Endodontic treatment 
may therefore be completed in a single visit. 
Diagnostic methods like x-rays can also be used 
to assess the treatment [7,8].

Feranti introduced single visit root canal 
treatment, who advocated the use of hydrogen 
peroxide for irrigation and diatherapy for pulpal 
disinfection. He described the most important 
criteria in root canal treatment was to achieve 
proper shape of the canals. Some of the reasons 
for root canal treatment include caries, vertical 
fractures, prosthetic treatments, and intentional 
root canal [9].

Endodontic diagnosis tests were often used 
to assess the status of the pulp clinically based 
on which treatment plan was decided. The 
calculation of accuracy is necessary in the 
diagnostic tests. To make single visit root canals 
easier, advanced techniques for irrigators and 
activators are used [10]. The need for root canal 
treatment was decided based on the diagnostic 
test responses. The two common tests included 
heat and cold tests besides percussion [11].

The criteria to assess pulp health based on its 
quality sensory response were

Prior to restorative, endodontic, and orthodontic 
procedures.

Follow up to pulp and teeth health after trauma. 

Differential diagnosis [12].

The clinical evaluation consists of several basic 
tests, palpation, percussion, periodontal probing, 
thermal/electrical testing, and biting and release. 
For completeness, all tests should be performed 
on the tooth in question and the adjacent teeth 
as well. Testing the contralateral side or the 
opposite arch on the ipsilateral side can also be 
helpful in establishing a diagnosis [13]. From a 
technical perspective, all current pulp tests have 
shortcomings, especially in terms of accuracy, 
reliability, and reproducibility in each diagnostic 
challenge. In addition, the correct application of 
the pulp test in the appropriate clinical situation 
is important, as not all pulp testing agents are 
suitable for all clinical situations.

In the current days, root canal treatment has 
become increasingly automated and updated 
that some clinicians incorporate single visit root 
canal treatments as a normal routine practice 
[14].

The aim of the study was to assess the different 
diagnostic tests and their response in a single 
visit root canal treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design and setting

This was a retrospective study which was 
conducted by using the data collected from the 
case sheet records of Saveetha Dental College, 
Chennai; from June 2010 to April 2020 and it 
was examined by two examiners. Prior to the 
start of the study, ethical approval was obtained 
from Scientific Review Board, Saveetha Dental 
College, SIMATS university. Ethical clearance 
was obtained and covered under the following 
ethical approval number-SDC/SIHEC/2020/
DIASDATA/0619-0320.
Data collection

The study involved a total of 2785 sample sizes 
who underwent diagnostic tests for single visit 
root canal treatment that attended the OPD of 
Saveetha Dental College and were enrolled in the 
study by simple random sampling.  2475 case 
sheets were reviewed, and cross verification 
was done through photographs and radiographs 
taken of the oral cavity. The external validation 
can be generalised among the south indian 
population. The data was collected from 
the health records system used at Saveetha 
Dental College which was used to record and 
store information and oral health data of the 
patients reporting to the college. It helps in 
retrieval of data as starting from diagnosis to 
treatments rendered, everything is stored and 
can be accessed by the physicians. The inclusion 
criteria were patients who took diagnostic tests 
for single visit root canal treatment between 18 
to 71 years. If they had to undergo multiple visit 
root canal treatments and diagnostic tests were 
not done, they were in the exclusion criteria.
Statistical analysis

The data was recorded in Microsoft Excel and 
then imported to the software IBM SPSS Version 
23.0 and analyzed using descriptive statistics 
and Pearson's correlation. Graphs were obtained 
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and the results were tabulated. Statistical 
significance was set at <0.05.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

47.19% of the population that was more 
prevalent to undergo single visit root canal 
treatment were between 21 to 40 years (Figure 
1). 50.71% of the males underwent the most 
diagnostic tests from single visit root canal 
treatment while 49.29% of the population were 
females (Figure 2). 36.30% of the tests were 
conducted among molars as they were more 
prone to undergo root canal treatment (Figure 
3). Cold tests were the type of diagnostic test that 
were proven to show accurate results. Among 
them 59.96% of the population underwent cold 
testing (Figure 4). In the current study p value= 
0.002, showing that the study was statistically 
significant.

Out of the entire study population 47.19% 
were between the age groups of 21 to 40 years 
(Figure 1). Male study population was 50.71% 

and the female population was 49.29% (Figure 
2). 36.40% of the teeth that underwent the most 
diagnostic tests were molars (Figure 3) among 
which cold tests were performed for 59.96% 
(Figure 4). Based on age wise distribution, 
in this study, 47.19% of the population were 
between the age group of 21 to 40 years though 
it was not truly relevant, as it was not based on 
only caries (Figure 1). Based on gender wise 
distribution, 50.71% of the study population was 
male (Figure 2) where 31.23% underwent cold 
test, 10.67% underwent electric pulp test and 
8.81% underwent heat test (Figure 5). 49.29% 
of the population were females (Figure 4) where 
28.32% underwent cold test, 9.74% underwent 
electric pulp test and 11.23% underwent heat 
test (Figure 5). 36.40% of the diagnostic tests 
were performed in molars (Figure 3) as they 
were responsible for most caries where cold 
test was done mostly for 22.87% (Figure 6) but 
the test responses varied from tooth to tooth. 
The response was different based on the tooth 
condition [15].

 

Figure 1: Bar chart showing the distribution of the age groups of the study population between 10 to 83 years (x axis=age groups and y 
axis=percentage)  47.19% that were more prone to have root canal treatment done were between the age groups of 21 to 40 years.

 

Figure 2: Bar chart showing the distribution of gender groups among the study population that took the different diagnostic tests (x axis= 
gender and y axis=percentage, color coded to show the different test responses). 50.71% of the population were males among which most of 
the studies were conducted.
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The test responses included:

Cold tests-delayed, normal, abnormal responses

Heat tests-delayed, normal, abnormal responses

EPT tests-delayed, normal, abnormal responses

Thermal tests were most used as diagnostic 

tests of which cold tests seemed more accurate. 
59.96% of the time a cold test was used. They 
had greater accuracy, were more sensitive and 
CO2 was feasible and available [16].

The most effective way to check heat type test 
teeth is to isolate each tooth using a rubber dam 

 

Figure 3: Bar chart showing the distribution of different teeth of the study population (x axis= teeth number and y axis=percentage) 36.40% 
of the teeth that underwent the most diagnostic tests were molars.

Figure 4: Bar chart showing the distribution of different diagnostic test responses of the study population (x axis= diagnostic test response and 
y axis = percentage). 59.96% were more prone to undergo cold testing.

Figure 5: Bar graph representing the correlation between gender and diagnostic tests among teeth that underwent single visit root canal 
treatment where X axis is gender and Y axis is the response to pulp test with cold test(blue), electric pulp test(red) and heat test(green). Chi 
square test was done to find association between gender and response to pulp test. Pearson's- chi square value-11.330, p value-0.003(p value 
<0.05) statistically significant. Among the diagnostic tests that were performed to assess the pulp vitality, cold test was done in the majority of 
patients for males (31.23%) and females (28.32%).
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and flood the area with water that approximates 
the temperature of a warm or hot beverage 
[3]. Warn the patient that there will be some 
pressure, but anesthetizing defeats the purpose. 
Heat testing should never be performed with a 
melted stick of wax or an electrically or flame-
heated instrument. This type of heat is difficult 
to control and may cause pulpal damage in 
healthy teeth [17]. The skin refrigerant is the 
next-best thing. It is important to maximize the 
cold sensation. It is recommended that you test 
the tooth by spraying a fluffed cotton pellet held 
in a metal forceps and placing it on the buccal 
surface. The diagnostic test results can be altered 
by the presence of pulp stones and if the tooth 
had enamel loss due to remineralization [18,19]. 
Besides diagnostic tests, colour changes in the 
teeth will also give a diagnosis [15].

Electrical pulp testing though they were used 
20.40% of the times they were not accurate 
enough to differentiate vital from non-vital 
pulp [20,21] (Figure 4). Heat tests though they 
were used only 20.04% also showed accurate 
results. The electrical pulp test is helpful when 
natural tooth structure is available and the 
results of the thermal tests are inconclusive. 
The EPT cannot be used on restorations and is 
not reliable when placed too close to the gingiva. 
Ideally, the area should be isolated and the tooth 
dry [22]. Conducting medium, such as topical 
anesthetic or toothpaste, should be used and the 
patient instructed to raise a hand as soon as any 
sensation is felt. Testing a normal tooth first is 
good to give the patient a baseline of what the 

test feels like, even if it is not an adjacent tooth 
[23,24].

Correct diagnosis translates to having the 
correct tooth identified so that the clinician can 
offer the best treatment and therefore, address 
the patient's chief complaint [25,26]. Further 
the study can be conducted on a larger scale, 
elimination the limitations. The study can be 
used to create awareness among dentists and 
provide accurate results. These tests will help to 
formulate a necessary treatment plan that will 
benefit the patient and doctor. 

The limitations of the study include the study 
being conducted among an exceedingly small 
sample size, more parameters could be assessed 
for better results and accuracy and unequal male 
to female ratio. The future scopes for this study 
are to conduct among a larger population and to 
be able to create awareness among dentists.

CONCLUSION

Diagnosis is an important part of treatment 
planning. This must be combined with 
radiographic examination and dental history 
to achieve accurate results. In the modern era 
every knowledge provider designs the class 
in such a way that students understand every 
possible concept. The study showed that cold 
tests were the type of diagnostic test that were 
proven to show most accurate results. 59.56% 
of the population underwent cold testing. 
Proper application of diagnostic tests in clinical 
situations is important. Advancements in 

Figure 6: Bar graph representing the correlation of the tooth that underwent single visit root canal treatment and diagnostic tests where X 
axis is the tooth and Y axis is the response to pulp test  with cold test(blue), electric pulp test(red) and heat test(green). Chi square test was 
done to find association between type of tooth and response to pulp test. Pearson's- chi square value-21.257, p value-0.002(p value <0.05) 
statistically significant. Molars show maximum response to cold test (22.67%) than other teeth and cold test was more reliable than other 
tests for pulpal diagnosis.
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diagnostic tools and testing is a gold standard.
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